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Abstract. We demonstrate enhanced sensitivity in two-photon flow
cytometry with an extended cavity laser excitation source. At low
power, the home-built 20-MHz oscillator was able to detect a signifi-
cantly larger fraction, in either phosphate buffered saline �PBS� or
whole blood, of green fluorescent protein �GFP�–expressing MCA-207
cells cross-labeled with the membrane-binding lipophilic dye DiD. A
geometrical model is used to explain unique features of the signals
resulting from the different spatial distribution of DiD and GFP. These
unique features include sub-square law scaling of unsaturated two-
photon signal, a sigmoidal sensitivity curve for detection under vary-
ing powers for cell detection thresholds as low as a single photon, and
uncorrelated signal strengths in two detection channels. © 2008 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2967983�

Keywords: flow cytometry; ultrafast; multiphoton; extended cavity; green fluores-
cent protein �GFP�; noninvasive.
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Introduction

ecent studies in cancer biology emphasize the importance of
etecting and quantifying various types of cells, including
are populations of tumor and endothelial cells, in determin-
ng prognosis and response to therapy.1 Great technological
rogress has been made in isolating circulating tumor cells, as
eviewed by Smerage and Hayes.2 Modern available assays
nclude combinations of conventional flow cytometry, immu-
ohistochemistry, immunofluorescent microscopy, immuno-
agnetic separation,3 PCR, RT-PCR,4 high-throughput

ddress all correspondence to: Eric R. Tkaczyk, University of Michigan, Center
or Ultrafast Optical Science, EECS Department, 2200 Bonisteel Boulevard, Ann
rbor, MI 48109-2099; Tel: 734-763-0209; Fax: 734-763-4876; E-mail:
tkaczyk@umich.edu.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-
optical-imaging systems5 including fiber optic scanning,6 and
most recently, microchip technology.7 The last is the only
technology capable of isolating viable cells from whole blood
without any additional processing or preparation. As a whole,
there remain notable deficiencies with the existing assays that
enumerate total malignant cells in a single blood sample.8,9

The first limitation is specificity. While elevated numbers of
circulating tumor cells �CTCs� generally are associated with
worse prognosis, not all patients with detectable breast cancer
cells in blood progress rapidly.10 This result suggests that
there are subsets of circulating tumor cells that are more bio-
logically relevant for prognosis and response to therapy. The
second limitation is sensitivity. Only approximately 50% of

1083-3668/2008/13�4�/041319/12/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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atients with metastatic breast cancer have detectable circu-
ating tumor cells at any given time, even though all eventu-
lly have progressive disease. These observations suggest that
ntry of breast cancer cells into the circulation may be inter-
ittent, so analyses based on a single blood sample may give

ncorrect information. Deficiencies in existing assays for cir-
ulating tumor cells potentially have an even greater impact
or patients with early stage primary tumors or after adjuvant
herapy due to decreased tumor burden. Collectively, limita-
ions of existing assays emphasize the need to develop new
ests with the sensitivity and specificity to detect subsets of
irculating tumor cells that are linked more directly to prog-
osis or response to therapy.

To enable in vivo investigations of biologically relevant
opulations of circulating cells in cancer and other disease
rocesses, we previously developed a novel two-color, two-
hoton flow cytometer.11 The use of two-photon excitation for
n vivo flow cytometry permitted us to simultaneously monitor
he circulation dynamics of two distinct populations of breast
ancer cells in the same animal in real time.12,13 Although we
ere able to enumerate cells labeled with a near-infrared

NIR� fluorescent dye or quantum dots, the system could not
s reliably detect dyes with shorter wavelengths, or geneti-
ally encoded fluorescent proteins. While in vivo detection of
reen fluorescent protein �GFP�-labeled cells has been
chieved with a confocal geometry,14 the ability to detect such
yes and proteins concurrently with longer wavelengths using
single NIR excitation source greatly expands the capabilities
f in vivo flow cytometry. He et al. recently showed the fea-
ibility of labeling CTCs in vivo using fluorescein isothiocy-
nate �FITC� conjugated to folate and monitoring fluorescent
ells with two-photon in vivo flow cytometry.15 They also
ere able to use a folate-AlexaFluor 488 conjuage to detect
TCs in whole blood from ovarian cancer patients, but not in
ealthy controls. Collectively, these studies emphasize the po-
ential for in vivo flow cytometry to overcome limitations of
urrent assays for CTCs and advance the use of CTCs as a
iomarker in clinical oncology.

One very promising approach to successful in vivo mea-
urements is the development of fluorescent probes with a
edder emission wavelength closer to the so-called NIR win-
ow, where autofluorescence, blood and tissue absorption
eaks, and Rayleigh scattering are all significantly reduced.
ecently, great strides have been made in this area.16–20 How-
ver, two-color measurements have been demonstrated in flow
ystems as providing superior quantitative ability over one-
olor measurements.21 Thus, increased ability to detect short-
avelength fluorescent probes concurrently with long-
avelength ones would further advance molecular imaging.

Thermal damage places a strict upper limit on the average
ower that can be delivered to any biological specimen. Thus,
ncreasing average laser power is not a feasible method for
oosting fluorescent signal. At a fixed average laser power,
he integrated two-photon fluorescence signal is directly pro-
ortional to the repetition period of the laser.22 Thus, a con-
enient way of increasing two-photon processes is application
f an extended cavity laser, which should increase two-photon
ignal in proportion with cavity length.

In the current study, we first demonstrate enhanced two-
hoton fluorescent signal in flowing dye as well as fluorescent
olystyrene microspheres with a home-built 20-MHz
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-
extended cavity Ti:Sapphire oscillator relative to a commer-
cial 76-MHz system. While an approximately fourfold in-
crease in fluorescent signal of both flowing dye and polysty-
rene microspheres is observed, it is noteworthy that square-
law scaling is preserved only in the case of the dye solution.
Calculated detection of ideal spheres demonstrates that the
power variation in the detection region is the cause of sub-
square law scaling in the case of beads. Further, we show
enhanced sensitivity with the extended cavity laser for detec-
tion of MCA-207 mouse sarcoma cells via endogenous ex-
pression of GFP �emission maximum 518 nm� in both normal
saline and whole blood. The commercially available
NIR membrane dye DiD �1,1�-dioctadecyl-3 ,3 ,3� ,3�-
tetramethylindodicarbocyanine, 4-chlorobenzenesulfonate,
emission maximum 665� is used concurrently to monitor the
number of cells interrogated. We also present detailed calcu-
lations enabling us to interpret the detection distributions,
two-channel signal correlations, and power-sensitivity curves,
even under idealized distributions of GFP and DiD.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Laser System
A home-built extended cavity laser was constructed, follow-
ing the design of Cho et al.,23 incorporating a 1-cm Ti:Sap-
phire crystal optically pumped with 3.5 W from a solid-state
532-nm diode laser �Coherent, Verdi�. The cavity utilizes con-
cave mirrors �CM1 and CM2� with a 10-cm radius of curva-
ture and 99.9% reflectivity for 700 to 900 nm. A fold mirror
routes the beam for three round-trip passes between two mul-
tipass mirrors, which are concave with 2-m radius of curva-
ture and 81.25-cm separation. The output coupler is 10%
transmissive at 650 to 1150 nm. The total path length is
736.6 cm. Mode-locking is achieved by selecting for Kerr
lensing with an adjustable intracavity slit, and the dispersion
is controlled by two fused silica prisms with apex 63 degrees,
separated by 50.8 cm. The pulse train period is 50 ns, corre-
sponding to a 20-MHz pulse repetition rate with a 780-nm
center wavelength.

The oscillator is first set up for optimum continuous wave
�cw� and mode-locked performance without the multipass
mirrors �prism separation 48.25 cm, length of output coupler
arm �from CM1� 135 cm�. The multipass mirrors are inserted,
and the now-extended cavity is optimized and the prisms are
separated slightly more to compensate for the dispersion by
air from the additional cavity length.

A commercial Ti:Sapphire laser �Coherent Mira�, which
generates nominally 50-fs pulses at 800 nm with a repetition
rate of 76 MHz was tuned to 780 nm for use as the standard
for comparison. A flip mirror is used to switch between laser
sources. Immediately after the flip mirror, before the cytom-
etry system, 3% of the incident laser light is sent via a beam-
splitter to a digital power meter for a reference power reading.

The laser sources are characterized both with a spectrom-
eter as well as a commercial SHG-FROG device �Grenouille,
SwampOptics� and software �VideoFROG, Mesaphotonics�.
The extended cavity reliably produces 80-fs pulses with
12-nm bandwidth and a 0.48 time-bandwidth product. Typical
Mira pulse widths are 85 fs with 26-nm bandwidths for a 1.0
time-bandwidth product and show significantly greater time-
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�2
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requency structure than the extended cavity pulses.

.2 Two-Photon Flow Cytometer
he two-photon flow cytometry apparatus is illustrated in Fig.
. A capillary flow system was employed to emulate flow
imilar to what is encountered in in vivo measurements. Either
he home-built extended cavity or the Mira laser beam is fo-
used with a long-working distance objective �Olympus
0�, 30% power transmission at 800 nm� into a 100-�m
quare capillary with a 100-�m fused silica wall
WWP100375, Polymicro Technologies� through which the
ample flows at a constant rate �usually 0.3 or 1.0 mL /h�
nder the force of a syringe pump �KD Scientific�. A dichroic
irror �700-nm cutoff, Melles Griot� directs the laser into the
icroscope objective while transmitting the fluorescence col-

ected through the same objective. A secondary dichroic mir-
or �620-nm cutoff� and sharp cutoff interference bandpass
lters �530 /35 nm for GFP, 660 /50 for DiD, 525 /250 for
ingle-channel FITC or beads experiments� are used to sepa-
ate the fluorescence from different fluorophores into two
hannels, which are detected with two distinct photomultiplier
ubes �PMT, Hamamatsu HC7421-40� and recorded with two

ultichannel photon counting scalers �MCS, Stanford

ig. 1 �a� Two-photon flow cytometry setup. LP: 760-nm cutoff long
50 nm and 620 nm, top to bottom. BP: bandpass filters selected appr
20/35 for GFP; BP2: 660/50 for DiD�. �b� Typical CCD images of b
he short-pass emission filter is removed. Capillary inner diameter is 1
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-
Research SR430�, which are capable of time resolution as low
as 2 ns and have a sharp cutoff in detection at 720 nm. The
signals �number of photons counted per each 1.3-ms bin of
sampling interval� are sent to a computer for data analysis.

Long-pass filtering of the excitation source �760-nm cut-
off� and short-pass filtering of the emission �700-nm cutoff�
are employed to minimize noise on the PMT detectors. When
the short-pass filter is removed, backscattered laser light en-
ables careful positioning of the objective for an optimal laser
focal spot at the center of the capillary. Before each data ac-
quisition, the diffraction pattern scattered off the capillary bot-
tom inner surface is examined out-of-focal plane �Fig. 1�d��.
This ensures proper alignment of the switch mirror between
laser sources to minimize aberrations.

The spot size radius �w� at the focus of the two-photon
cytometer is determined for each laser by matching a Gauss-
ian to the CCD intensity image of backscattered laser radia-
tion as well as the image of two-photon volume signal from a
drop of concentrated Rhodamine dye.

2.3 Peak Analysis Algorithm
A MATLAB program is used to extract fluorescent peaks above
the background noise level from the multichannel photon

filter. SP: 700-nm cutoff short-pass filter. Dichroic mirror cutoffs are
ly for the fluorophore of interest �BP1: 525/250 nm for FITC or beads,
� Blood flowing through the glass capillary. �d� Newton’s rings when
.

-pass
opriate
eads. �c
00 �m
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�3
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ounting scaler trace signals. The particle detection threshold
n a channel is set as the maximum photon count per bin from
ontrol traces at the same power, plus one photon. This
hreshold is typically a few photons per 1.3-ms bin for unla-
eled cells flowing in PBS with 12-mW laser power �at the
bjective focus�. For a control run equal in length to the data
un, this is generally a stricter requirement than just a mean
nd five or six standard deviations of the control set photon
ounts. The program scans the trace signals for fluorescent
eaks above the detection threshold. Once a peak is located,
he peak characteristics, including height �maximum fluores-
ent signal within the peak�, width �FWHM or number of
onsecutive bins above the background threshold�, and loca-
ion �the index of the maximum bin� are stored. The beginning
nd end of a peak are determined by crossings of the back-
round threshold value, set as the mean plus a standard de-
iation of photon counts from the control run at the corre-
ponding power. A double-peak event is treated as a single
vent if the fluorescent signal between the two peaks does not
all below the background threshold value. Although reso-
ution of up to 2 ns is achievable on the multichannel scalers,
.3-ms bins are chosen so that all photons from a single cell
all within the duration of a single bin, for maximal signal to
oise. For two-channel measurements, the data from each
hannel are analyzed independently and combined by arrival
ime.

The flow rate of whole blood in the glass capillary is
ighly variable, which produces a more variable background
han the corresponding experiment with cells flowing in PBS.
hus, analysis of whole blood data is performed adaptively in
-kB intervals �1.34 s of flow for 1.31-ms bins�. Initially,
ackground mean me and standard deviation �e estimates are
alculated from bins with less than half the maximum photon
ount. Estimated events are then extracted employing back-
round threshold me+�e and peak detection threshold value
n additional 3 �e higher. All bins of data outside estimated
vents are used to calculate the true background mean m and
rue standard deviation �. A background threshold value m
� and peak detection threshold of m+4� are then used to
nd the actual events.

.4 Cell Preparation
ntransfected MCA-207 cells and MCA-207 cells stably

ransfected with GFP were kindly provided by Dr. Kevin Mc-
onough at the University of Michigan. They were labeled
ith DiD �Invitrogen� according to the manufacturer’s proto-

ol. After labeling, cells were resuspended in PBS or bovine
hole blood with 10 units /mL heparin �Pel-Freeze Biologi-

als� for two-photon flow cytometry. Cells resuspended in
BS were used for conventional flow cytometry.

.5 Conventional Flow Cytometry
rior to flow cytometry analysis, stained cells were washed

hree times in phosphate buffered saline �PBS� containing
.1% bovine serum albumin �BSA� and resuspended in 1 ml
f washing buffer. The acquisition was performed on a
eckman-Coulter EPICS-XL MCL flow cytometer. Collected
ata were analyzed using Expo32 software �Beckman-
oulter, Miami, Florida�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-
2.6 Calculations

Simple geometrical models are used to interpret the signals
from the two different laser sources. We calculate the ex-
pected fluorescence emission for a cell flowing through the
beam focus with different spatial distributions of fluorophore
and varying incident laser powers as follows. Let us define a
right-handed x-y-z Cartesian coordinate system with z the
axial direction of the propagating laser beam and x the direc-
tion of laminar fluid flow in the capillary. Let B�x ,y ,z� be the
square intensity of the laser beam at each point in space. We
assume that this beam is Gaussian. Figure 2�a� shows an ex-
ample of B as a function of y and z at the x=0 plane �center
of the capillary� for a beam waist radius w of 2 �m �1 /e2

point�. Figure 2�b� shows surfaces of constant intensity in all
three spatial dimensions for the same Gaussian beam.

Let S�x ,y ,z� be the distribution function of fluorophores in
an object centered at the origin. For GFP expressed uniformly
throughout a cell centered on the origin, we can approximate
S as unity within a radius R of the origin, zero elsewhere. For
DiD, bound to the membrane, S is modeled as a thin shell of
thickness t with outer radius R. The object will not, in general,
be centered at the origin. Let �x0 ,y0 ,z0� be a variable for the
location of the center of the fluorophore-containing object.
Thus, the distribution function of the fluorophore for the ob-
ject situated in the defined x-y-z coordinate system is
S�x−x0 ,y−y0 ,z−z0�. It follows that the instantaneous net
two-photon fluorescent signal from the object centered at
�x0 ,y0 ,z0� is proportional to:

� � � S�x − x0,y − y0,z − z0�B�x,y,z� dx dy dz . �1�

Figure 2�c� shows an example of the spatial distribution of
signal from an infinitesimally thin shell situated at
�x0 ,y0 ,z0�= �5,5 ,0� �m in the Gaussian beam �waist
w=2 �m�.

As an object in the capillary undergoes laminar flow within
the x-y-z coordinate system, its center position �x0 ,y0 ,z0� will
be displaced in the x direction, and thus the x0 value increases
directly with time. During this period, the signal will change.
Figure 2�d� shows the anticipated instantaneous signal for a
shell centered at y0=5 �m, z0=0 �m as a function of differ-
ent points of x0 origin, representing flow through the capillary.
The double-peak event with broad base emphasizes the reason
for choosing an experimental data collection bin width that
will include all photons from the passing object. Note that the
separation between the peaks will depend on the z0 position of
the shell, which defines the position of the object relative to
the propagation axis z of the laser beam. The total signal
obtained from an object flowing through the laser focus is the
integral of the instantaneous signal at each traversed position
during the period of observation. Thus, we calculate the net
observed signal from the object by summing over all the x0
positions that the object traverses as its center translates in the
x direction during flow:
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�4
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Signal = k� � � � S�x − x0,y − y0,z − z0�

�B�x,y,z� dx dy dz dx0. �2�

ere, k is a constant less than 1, taking into account quantum
fficiency, collection efficiency, and any other scaling factors.
f the integral is extended over all space �rather than just the
apillary volume�, then the order of integration can be inter-
hanged, and the integral of S over x0 will be independent of
. This is a valid assumption since points outside of the cap-
llary do not contribute fluorescent signal. Thus, the integra-
ion over x0 and x can be separated for S and B, and this
otivates the definition of new functions freed of these vari-

bles through integration, ISN�y ,z� and IB�y ,z�, defined as
ollows:

IB�y,z� � � B�x,y,z� dx ,

ISN�y0 − y,z0 − z� � � S�x − x0,y − y0,z − z0� dx0,

ig. 2 Calculation of expected signals. Here we have defined the right-
aser beam and x the direction of fluid flow in the capillary. �x0 ,y0 ,z
bject. �a� Magnitude of the beam squared-intensity function B in the
ets of B in three spatial dimensions. �c� Instantaneous signal �arb
x0 ,y0 ,z0�= �5,5,0� �m in a Gaussian beam �waist w=2 �m�. �d� S
unction of x0 origin, which increases as the object flows in the x dir
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-
=� S�− x0,y − y0,z − z0� dx0,

=� SN�x0,y0 − y,z0 − z� dx0, �3�

where the superscript N denotes inversion about the origin of
spatial argument coordinates to S. Note that the prefix I refers
to an integrated function, not to intensity. For a Gaussian, IB
could be written explicitly in terms of the error function.
Thus, the flowed object’s total signal is merely the two-
dimensional �2-D� convolution of the x-integrated functions
ISN�y ,z� and IB�y ,z�:

k� � ISN�y0 − y,z0 − z�IB�y,z� dy dz = �kISN
� IB��y0,z0�.

�4�

In practice, extremely thin shells require prohibitively large
matrices to calculate IB to sufficient resolution to avoid nu-
merical digital artifacts. In this event, the calculation can be
done by either oversampling the periphery of ISN �near y2

x-y-z coordinate system with z the axial direction of the propagating
variable for the location of the center of the fluorophore-containing
ane for a beam waist radius w of 2 �m �1/e2 point�. �b� Various level
nits� for a 10-�m infinitesimally thick spherical shell centered at

arbitrary units� for a shell centered at �x0 ,y0 ,z0�= �x0 ,5 ,0� �m as a
The net signal is the integral of the curve.
handed
0� is a
x=0 pl
itrary u
ignal �
ection.
0
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z0
2=R2� or merely recalculating the B matrix at a uniform

ampling of points from the shell centered about �y0 ,z0� and
sing the original Eq. �1�. The latter calculation is accelerated
y assuming a uniform distribution of fluorophore over the
hin shell, which removes the product operation in Eq. �1�.

For each possible origin �y0 ,z0� in the capillary cross sec-
ion, we calculate the anticipated net signal from the flowing
bject �Fig. 3�. Henceforth, “short channel” will refer to the
imulated GFP signal from a uniform distribution of fluoro-
hore over a 10-�m radius sphere, and “long channel” will
efer to simulated DiD signal from a uniform distribution of
uorophore over a 10-�m radius, 0.5-�m-thick shell. These
ssumptions of distributions are made from the known expres-
ion of GFP throughout the cytoplasm of the cell and the
inding of DiD only to the membrane at the irregular surface
f the cell. The beam waist, from the spot-size measurement,
s assumed to have a radius w of 2 �m. The signal level is
caled into a photon count by normalization to the brightest

ig. 3 �a� Net signal �arbitrary units� from a 10.0-�m-radius sphere
ection, flowed down the x direction. The beam propagates in the z

ig. 4 �a� Fluorescence emission under extended cavity or Mira laser
00 axis at 7.6 �extended� or 1.4 �Mira� for a 5.7-fold enhancement
0-MHz or 76-MHz oscillators, with power-law fits intersecting the 10
ower laws are 1.4 and 1.7 when only the brightest 100 events at ea
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-
single event in the corresponding channel of the two-photon
flow cytometry data. The simulated detection threshold can
also be taken from the compared two-photon flow data.

3 Results
3.1 Dye Solution Signal Enhancement with Extended

Cavity

We begin by checking the enhancement of the fluorescence
signal in a dye solution, and indeed we find the expected
approximately fourfold improvement for the extended cavity
laser relative to the 76-MHz laser. This enhancement is mod-
estly exceeded in the 3.3-�M solution of the biological dye
fluorescein isothiocyanate �FITC�, flowed through the capil-
lary at 0.3 mL /h �Fig. 4�a��. The fluorescence signal is pro-
portional to the square of the exciting power as expected.

shell �t=0.5 �m� with different origins �y0 ,z0� in the capillary cross
n with a 2.0-�m spot size.

for a fluorescein-filled capillary, with power-law fits intersecting the
ean fluorescence of detected 2-�m yellow-green microspheres with
at 32.7 �extended� or 12.4 �Mira� for a 2.6-fold enhancement. Best-fit
er �of �800� are selected.
or �b�
directio
pulses
. �b� M

0 axis
ch pow
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�6
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.2 Fluorescent Bead Signal Enhancement
e next investigate the enhancement of fluorescence in poly-

tyrene beads. We flow a uniform suspension of 2.0-�m
ellow-green fluorescent spheres �Ex505/Em515� �Molecular
robes�. The mean fluorescence of detected events shows sig-
ificant sub-square law power scaling with both the 20-MHz
nd the 76-MHz lasers �Fig. 4�b��. The difference in best-fit
ower laws further manifests itself as a less than fourfold
uorescence signal enhancement at low incident laser power.

We also confirm that the interaction length is consistent
ith single bead detection. The mean event duration is five
0.96-�s bins �FWHM�. At the 0.3 mL /h flow rate in the
00-�m square capillary, this corresponds to a 2.4-�m mean
nteraction length per 2-�m bead. Thus, single fluorescent
icrospheres are resolved by a two-photon detection region
ith lateral dimensions on the order of a micron.

.3 Dual-Labeled Fluorescent Cells
o investigate the enhanced ability of the extended cavity

aser to detect cells via expressed fluorescent protein, we flow
ual-labeled �GFP-expressing and DiD-labeled� MCA-207
ells in PBS and count the number of detected events and
ean brightness thereof. The DiD staining serves as a control

ig. 5 The total number of events detected in two channels over six rep
CA-207 cells in �a� PBS or �b� blood at varying powers. Error bars a

ver six repetitions is shown�. The ratio of total counted events �in eith
d� blood.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-
for the number of cells flowing through the two-photon exci-
tation region. We repeat the experiment in whole bovine blood
to mimic the autofluorescent background of a noninvasive in
vivo experiment.

The number of detected events in PBS and blood are plot-
ted versus average incident laser powers for both sources
�20 MHz or 76 MHz� in Fig. 5. The sensitivity of detection
via GFP is determined as the fraction of total events in either
channel that are also detected in the short wavelength channel
�into which GFP fluoresces�. We observe a sigmoidal �s-
shaped� curve of detection sensitivity via GFP versus average
power in both PBS and blood �Fig. 5�c� and 5�d��. At high
power, most cells are detected using either laser source. For
maximal detection sensitivity near the detection threshold,
this highly nonlinear nature implies a dramatic advantage for
modest increases in fluorescent signal at low excitation power.
We take as the detection threshold the minimum power where
over 50% of the maximum fraction of GFP cells detectable is
identified. In PBS, this is 2.4 mW for the extended cavity
20-MHz oscillator and 6.4 mW for the Mira 76-MHz oscil-
lator. In blood, this value increases to 3.2 mW for the ex-
tended cavity but remains at 6.4 mW for the Mira, and these
values are statistically significant �more than a standard devia-
tion separation�.

s of a 13.4-s two-photon flow cytometry measurement of dual-labeled
the standard deviation of these measurements �because summed data
th channels� giving a detectable GFP signal are shown in �c� PBS and
etition
re 6�
er or bo
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In all of our two-photon measurements of cells ex vivo in
BS, cell settling remains a complicating factor, limiting each
ample to a few minutes at most of run time before recycling
r replenishing the syringe pump with cells. The abnormally
arge count in the DiD channel at the 4-mW Mira excitation
oint of Fig. 5�a� reflects this difficulty in controlling the flow
f cells. Settling effects are abated significantly for cells sus-
ended in the viscous whole blood solution. However, in ex-
hange, even under constant force of the syringe pump, the
ow rate of blood through the long thin capillary is highly
ariable, often appearing to stop altogether for brief periods of
ime. Fortunately, we are able to normalize for this with two
etection channels, as has also been the case for in vivo
pplications.24,25 That almost all cells passing through the
wo-photon excitation volume do appear in the DiD channel
nder all but the smallest excitation powers is corroborated by
he data. First, conventional flow cytometry �Fig. 6� confirms
n excess of 90% labeling efficiency of cells with DiD. Sec-
nd, in rough calculation, the observed numbers are consistent
ith very high detection efficiency. The flowed concentration
f cells is known to be near 1000 cells per �L. Assuming a
ell diameter of 10 �m and a two-photon excitation region
ith x axis 2 �m and z axis 10 �m �e.g., the 0.3 level curve,
ig. 2�b��, we find that on the order of 0.22�0.3, or 7% of

he total 100 �m2 capillary cross-sectional area is interro-
ated. Therefore, expecting 70 interrogated cells per flowed
L of fluid and calculating flow volumes on the order of

ig. 6 Conventional flow cytometry, with the signal in the GFP chann
b� GFP-expressing MCA-207 cells; �c� MCA-207 cells labeled with D
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-
20 �L during the sampling period, we can confirm an expec-
tation of about 1400 total events for each data point in Fig. 5.
Thus, we assume that the DiD channel accurately represents
the number of cells interrogated for almost all data points.

In both blood and PBS, mean brightness of detected events
�Fig. 7� shows a sub-square law scaling, with lower power-
law fit in PBS �1.4� than in blood �1.9�. The average bright-
ness of detected GFP events is significantly greater in blood
than in PBS, and this difference is statistically significant. In
part, this is due to periods of congested flow during which
particles dwell in the laser focus for longer periods of time.
This congestion also causes a variable background and pre-
vents the use of one standard background measurement to
determine thresholds in blood, in contradistinction to PBS.

Representative individual channel histograms of detected
event brightness are shown for 10-mW incident power in
Figs. 7�c� and 7�d�. In PBS, both individual channel histo-
grams peak at the detection threshold, and the DiD channel
has an additional peak �near three hundred photons for
10-mW average exciting power�. In contrast to those in PBS,
dual-labeled cells detected in blood exhibit a single broad
peak far above the detection threshold. The much higher
adaptively determined detection threshold for DiD �147 pho-
tons for 10-mW incident power from the Mira� than GFP �9
photons� occurs despite the significantly lower background in
the long channel than the short channel on control blood mea-
surements at the same power. This effect is due to biasing by

he ordinate and the DiD channel on the abscissa. �a� MCA-207 cells;
d �d� dual-labeled MCA-207 cells.
el on t
iD; an
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any extremely bright events of DiD. Simply cutting the PBS
istogram at these thresholds and spreading somewhat �due to
iecewise data analysis� neatly accounts for the blood histo-
rams; these histograms are asymmetric in the GFP channel to
much greater extent than the DiD channel, which continues

o enjoy its peak far above threshold. Conventional flow cy-
ometry confirms approximately two orders of magnitude
ariation in cell fluorescent brightness �Fig. 6�.

.4 Model Calculations
odeled calculations help interpret unique features in the

ual-labeled cell experimental results. In particular, we find
hat the different geometry of fluorophore distribution can ac-
ount for the histogram of detected event brightness and ex-
lain the sigmoidal shape of number of detected events versus
verage incident power, as well as the sub-square law scaling
f mean brightness.

Calculations on a sphere and shell predict, for each pos-
ible origin in the capillary cross section, the signal level in

ig. 7 Mean photons per event detected in the GFP and DiD channels
rror bars are a single standard deviation of these measurements. Pow
vent brightness for the �8-mW Mira point is shown in �c� for PBS an
etection thresholds of 5 photons �DiD� and 3 photons �GFP� in PBS,
nd 147 photons �DiD� in blood were automatically determined by t
xceeded 15 and 6 photons, respectively.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-
the GFP channel �Fig. 3�a�, sphere� or DiD channel �Fig. 3�b�,
shell�. The calculated distribution of signal in these two chan-
nels �Fig. 8� essentially maps the area between various level
sets of the curves in Fig. 3. For a sphere, there is a large peak
in events near the minimum signal level, and a second minor
peak at moderately low signals, whereas for a shell, the pri-
mary peak is at slightly higher signals than the minimum, and
there is a pronounced second peak at higher signals, in rea-
sonable agreement with the experimental results for dual-
labeled cells in PBS �Fig. 7�c��. This heterogeneity of distri-
butions manifests itself as a lack of correlation between the
intensities of both channels on a scatter plot �Fig. 3�c��, which
is confirmed experimentally �Fig. 3�d��.

The sigmoidal curve for the fraction of cells detectable via
the weak fluorescent protein signal is realized theoretically by
assuming a signal that varies with squared laser power from
zero to a set maximum and a fixed minimum threshold for
detection. For example, by assuming heuristically from ex-
perimental results that the Mira can generate up to 1000 pho-

al-labeled MCA-207 cells in �a� PBS or �b� blood with varying power.
fits are near 1.4 for PBS, 1.9 for blood. The distribution of detected

or blood �combined data of several experiment repetitions�. Note the
background measurement. Detection thresholds of 9 photons �GFP�

cessing algorithm, although the control file at the same power never
for du
er-law
d �d� f
from a
he pro
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ig. 8 Signal intensity distributions extracted for �a� sphere �GFP channel�; �b� shell �DiD channel�; and �c� scatter plot between the two channels.
d� The scatter plot of GFP versus DiD detected the events in Fig. 7�d�, under 8-mW average excitation power from the Mira.
ig. 9 �a� Simulated fraction of total detectable events identified in the GFP channel for a fixed detection threshold of 4 photons for GFP and 10
hotons for DiD, at varying laser powers �signal levels�. The maximum signal produced at the highest incident laser power from the Mira is 100
hotons for GFP and 1000 photons for DiD �circles�, or 5� higher maximum signal strength for the same incident laser power from the extended
avity �crosses�. �b� Simulated fraction of total detected events appearing above the threshold in the DiD �circles� or GFP �lines� channel for a
000-photon maximum achievable signal at highest incident laser power and a fixed detection threshold of 1, 5, 20, or 50 photons.
ournal of Biomedical Optics July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�041319-10
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ons from a DiD shell but only 100 from a GFP sphere, and
lso assuming background-determined detection thresholds of
0 and 4 photons, respectively, the curve of circles in Fig. 9�a�
s derived. Assuming fivefold higher signals for extended cav-
ty excitation �from Fig. 4�a��, but the same detection thresh-
lds, yields the left-shifted curve of crosses in Fig. 9�a�. In
ig. 9�b�, an analogous calculation demonstrates that even
ith a GFP signal precisely as strong as the DiD signal and a

ingle-photon detection threshold, the sigmoidal curve shape
f detectability will be preserved for the same geometrical
easons. For no detection thresholds, including one single
hoton, will 100% of detected events be found in the sphere
hannel. Effectively, the detectable fraction is the area of the

0-z0 plane in Fig. 3 above a certain finite signal level S,
hich with increasing incident power falls at a lower level

elative to the maximum S. Nonlinearities are inherited from
his signal landscape, leading to the observed subquadratic
caling of the two-photon signal.

Figure 10 shows the anticipated GFP sphere �solid line�
nd DiD shell �open circles� fluorescent signal power-
ependence based on the same heuristically determined maxi-
um signals, in excellent qualitative agreement with the ob-

erved curves in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�. Detected solid sphere
edian brightness also shows a strong sub-square law fit as

bserved in the original fluorescent microsphere experiments
Fig. 4�b��.

Discussion
raditionally, the major limitation on optical detection meth-
ds has been the average power that can be delivered to the
ample at focus without damage. The present investigation
emonstrates an extended cavity oscillator as a useful modi-
cation to enhance fluorescent signal from live biological
amples in a two-photon flow cytometer at fixed power.

In a simple flowing fluorescent dye solution, the antici-
ated fourfold signal enhancement by the 20-MHz oscillator
elative to a 76-MHz system is met, and anticipated square-
aw power scaling is followed. However, the signal for flow-
ng fluorescent microspheres obeys a sub-square power law,

ig. 10 �a� Simulated median brightness of detected GFP spheres �
alculation parameters are as in Fig. 8. �b� Notice that the best-fit po

he extended cavity �Mira�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041319-1
which can be understood as a geometrical effect �Fig. 9�. For
increasing excitation intensity, the detectable two-photon ex-
citation region becomes larger, subsuming more dim events
�in the cooler-colored regions of Fig. 2�b��. It is noteworthy
that this effect will be present even without any noise or back-
ground, due to the requirement of at least an entire fluorescent
photon emission for object detection. Similar geometrical ef-
fects, although less pronounced, would similarly affect the
power-scaling of the detection signal for any multiphoton or
even single-photon fluorescence detection scheme whereby
the entire capillary cross-sectional area is not uniformly
excited above threshold.

For GFP-expressing cell detection, the fraction of all
flowed cells �determined with the aid of DiD in the long chan-
nel� that can be detected in the short �GFP� channel displays a
sigmoidal shape. This curve can be derived heuristically from
simple geometrical models �Fig. 9�, which also help account
for the lack of correlation in signal strength between the two
detection channels �Fig. 8�c��. The highly nonlinear detection
curve results in a critical detection threshold, where even a
modest improvement in signal via innovations such as an ex-
tended cavity laser can dramatically enhance the sensitivity of
the system. GFP-expressing cells were chosen for detection
explicitly for this reason: due to their emission in the highly
absorbing region of blood, overlapped as well with blood’s
autofluorescence, they lie at the threshold of detection for
single-cell in vivo measurements.

Multiphoton approaches have proven to be very useful for
noninvasive microscopy applications.26,27 Recent work by He
et al.15 also underscores the utility of the multiphoton meth-
odology as well for monitoring CTCs arising spontaneously
from a tumor xenograft and labeled in vivo with folate-FITC.
Whereas in their study, 200-fs pulses with 80-mW �35-mW�
average power enabled detection of Rhodamine �DiI� tags in
vivo,15 shorter pulses �85 fs� can successfully detect circulat-
ing cells in vivo at average powers below 20 mW.12 It should
also be noted that NIR ultrashort laser pulse damage behavior
to cells has empirically been observed to obey a P2 /� depen-
dence, where P is average power, and � is pulse duration,

r DiD shells �circles� for Mira or an extended cavity laser source.
rve on a log-log scale exhibits a slope of 1.25 �1.29� for spheres with
lines� o
wer cu
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�1
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ointing to a two-photon damage process.28 Damage induced
y the defocused beam outside of the interrogation region
emains a matter of speculation. However, studies of the vi-
bility of embryos through two-photon microscopy, but not
onfocal, have indicated likely confinement of damage to the
nterrogated region in any nonlinear microscopy system.29

The significantly improved sensitivity of the two-photon
ow cytometer with the extended cavity oscillator laser exci-

ation source could open new avenues of biomedical investi-
ation. Enhanced ability to detect GFP in whole blood will
urther empower cancer metastasis investigations in mouse
umor models. Enhanced sensitivity to shorter wavelength
yes will also assist the ultimate goal of noninvasive in vivo
uman monitoring.
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